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“A bubble is a bull market in which you don’t have a position.” 
- Eddy Elfenbein, Twitter, November 1, 2013 

 
There is a distinct advantage to being, shall we say, a mature investor.  Observing and 
participating in markets over many decades provides an opportunity to identify anomalies 
and analogies, to gain valuable perspective at potential turning points and to avoid panic when 
markets roil—which they are wont to do. 
 
With an increase in the number of pundits comparing today to the internet bubble that burst 
in March of 2000, and since we had a ringside seat, we wanted to set the record straight.    
 
Comparisons to the tech bubble in 1999/2000 miss a few major differences.  I was overseeing 
billions of dollars in 2000 and remember the investing environment all too well.  We were 
ending an almost decade-long economic expansion driven by high levels of productivity 
improvement which drove low inflationary growth.  Stocks had rallied for years and the Fed 
had little more in their toolbox than jawboning to influence equity prices.  Hard to forget Alan 
Greenspan’s famous “irrational exuberance” speech in 1996.  Stocks continued to rally.  Then 
in 1998 the Asian crisis caused Greenspan et al to ease rates on fears of deflation, further 
inflating asset prices.  The economy purred along, and stocks rallied for two more years with 
the Fed out of policy options.   
 
After dropping rates to fend off the fear of deflation, the Fed began a deliberate tightening 
regime in response to a tight labor market and the new risk of accelerated inflation.  As the 
Fed tightened at the short end, the 10-year yield rose to 6.5% vs. today’s approximately 
1.4%.  The discount rate now is much more advantageous to stocks at effectively zero and 
despite the rally in the 10-year to 1.4%, real rates are still negative which means that the TINA 
factor (there is no alternative) remains intact.  Though the 10-year yield is up materially from 
the August lows, rates are still friendly to stock multiples.  At Laffer Tengler we believe bonds 
are likely riskier than stocks from current levels.  
 
Even more important than much lower interest rates, multiples are now resembling March of 
2000.  However, then stocks were trading at lofty multiples on peak earnings.  Today stocks 
are trading on trough-ish earnings.  And as the massive monetary and fiscal stimulus already 
pumped into the system (with another almost $2 trillion on the way) provide a bridge to 
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fundamental earnings growth, multiple expansion will moderate, and stocks will trade on 
earnings growth.  Importantly this multiple expansion took place as the business cycle has 
bottomed (as opposed to March of 2000 when the business cycle and earnings had peaked) 
and corporate profits are now in a cyclical upswing.  Multiple expansion should moderate 
which is good for future stock price performance.   
 

 
Source:  Alpine Macro, February 1, 2021 

 
For example, consider the four stocks which led the market in March of 2000—the Four 
Horsemen—Intel (INTC), Cisco (CSCO), Dell (DELL) and Microsoft (MSFT).  These tech 
leaders sold at price-to-earnings ratios (P/E) of 41x, 100x, 57x and 51x respectively.  Today’s 
leaders (FAANGM):  Facebook (FB), Amazon (AMZN), Apple (AAPL), Netflix (NFLX), 
Google (GOOGL), and Microsoft (MSFT) trade at forward p/e’s  of 21x, 62x, 31x, 52x, 27x 
and 32x respectively.   
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We may be in a bubble (though we don’t think so) but the economy is strong:   
• $2 trillion in excess savings (see below) 
• Reopening/vaccines are in process 
• Banks are increasingly willing to make loans  
• And the Fed remains easy.  Bubbles are pricked by an aggressive Fed raising rates which is 
what happened in 2000.  

 

 
Source:  Cornerstone Macro, February 7, 2021 

 
Though we do not believe we are in a bubble, we do believe we will get a correction.  This will 
be a bit unnerving (as corrections always are) but, in our view, a welcome opportunity to add 
to high quality holdings at cheaper prices.  Corrections are a natural and healthy occurrence 
for markets.  They are what keep bubbles from occurring more frequently. 
 
“A review of drugmakers’ public statements and their supply deals suggests that the number 
of vaccines delivered should rise to almost 20 million a week in March, more than 25 million 
a week in April and May, and over 30 million a week June. By summer, it would be enough 
to give 4.5 million shots a day.” Bloomberg, 2/18/21 

 
Inflation.  When will it rear its ugly head?  Manufacturing bottlenecks and increased demand 
(reopening) will cause price shocks that may put pressure on some of the growthier segments 
of the market.  But we think these concerns will be short-lived as technology continues to drive 
economic growth and improved productivity. 
 
Bottlenecks:  Our friends at Strategas published their monthly Proprietary SLIM Survey for 
the period of 2/12-2/18.  The survey is conducted by Norbert Ore, the former Chair of the 
Manufacturing Business Survey Committee at the Institute for Supply Management (ISM).  
Important to note:  58% of manufacturers surveyed say new orders are better, 32% say they 
are the same and 10% report new orders are worse. This is important because the goods sector 
is filling the gap in economic activity normally provided by a sidelined consumer (2/3s of 
GDP).  As vaccinations ramp and consumers return to some level of normalcy, we expect to 
see a significant boost in demand all the while manufacturing continues to thrive.  Supplier 
delivery times have slowed.  Oddly, this is good news indicating demand is outpacing 
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production.  But buyer beware:  with a backlog in orders, more online shopping, costlier 
freight rates combined with slow supplier delivery times will likely result in the price shocks 
discussed above. 
 

 
Source:  Strategas, February 19, 2021 

 
And then there is the so-called base effect.  March through June will likely show year over 
year rises in CPI from 2.0%-3.0% based on the negative numbers produced during the same 
time last year when the economy virtually stopped.  
 
Despite all of the above, it is important to note the labor slack in the economy with 10MM 
individuals still searching for work.  This will put a ceiling on wages and unit labor costs which 
tend to be one of the most reliable leading indicators of inflation.  And labor costs are 66% of 
corporate revenue so even with rising commodity prices (which we expect and will be writing 
about next) we expect core inflation and interest rates to be manageable.  Offsetting price 
shocks will be the decrease in the price of items that ran up during the shutdown.   
 
We may be wrong.  Once inflation gets started it is a bit like a forest fire—very difficult to 
contain.  That is why we are balancing our overweight to tech, consumer discretionary (see 
below) and industrials with additions to holdings in materials. 
 
We will be watching and updating you.  
 
And our favorite theme:  where a well-heeled consumer meets digitization. We have written 
and talked about this sweet spot and have reflected it in our portfolio overweight to the 
consumer discretionary and technology sectors. When two themes converge the investment 
thesis can be powerful and long-lasting. Currently American households are holding $1.4 
trillion in savings compared to February of 2020.  The Biden Administration’s $1.9 trillion 
relief bill (plus or minus) will add another $465 billion in transfer payments to most 
Americans. At almost $2 trillion in pent-up demand (investing parlance for savings), which 
does not, by the way, include hundreds of billions invested in the stock market last year, 
household excess savings represent 9.5% of GDP.   
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Source:  Pantheon Macro, February 21, 2021 

 
Re-opening will catalyze spending on services but not at the expense of goods purchases 
which are running above pre-COVID levels.  And the companies who have embraced 
digitization will not only enjoy the resumption of what we have come to call, ‘normalcy,’ but 
will continue to experience growth driven by digitization.  Retail sales are already on the rise.  
 

 
Source:  Strategas, February 19, 2021 

 
In Summary, we are bullish as the economy reopens and consumers return to work, their kids 
to school and the country begins to engage in more normal routines.  We have already seen 
the effects on energy prices as traders anticipate improving demand and in the reopening 
stocks which have rallied.  But our thesis extends beyond the near-term effects of reopening 
to an economy that is responding to the productivity enhancing implications of artificial 
intelligence, digitization and the growth of cloud computing.  We are watching the steepening 
yield curve, the rise in the 10-year Treasury yield, inflation shocks, and the worsening 
regulatory environment.  Any one of these could spark a much-needed correction.   
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But, for long-term investors (and we are) the climate for stocks continues to look promising 
as earnings growth catches up to valuations that are healthy but not nearly as stretched as 
they were in March of 2000 with much brighter growth prospects. 
 
“If the job has been correctly done when a common stock is purchased, the time to sell it is—
almost never.” – Philip Fisher 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Nancy Tengler’s Recent USA Today Articles   
Joining a Reddit Revolution is Not an Investment Plan (Jan 28) 
As You Reshuffle Your 401(k) for the Biden Administration, Look Across the Pond (Jan 24) 
After the Dow Jones Industry Average Hit 30K, What’s Next? (Dec 6) 
 
Nancy Tengler’s Recent Media Appearances 
Why Nancy Tengler Says Bonds Are Riskier Than Stocks Right Now (CNBC, Feb 17) 
Lesser-Known Ways to Play the Surge in Auto Stocks (CNBC, Feb 9) 
Consumer Spending Expected to Grow in 2021 (CNBC, Feb 9) 
Podcast: Smart Investment Strategies for the Year Ahead (Barron’s Live, Feb 8) 
Consumers Are In ‘Excellent Shape’ as Stocks Hit Record Highs (Yahoo! Finance, Feb 8) 
The Breadth of Market Run is Impressive (CNBC, Feb 5)  
Bloomberg Markets: The Close (Bloomberg, Feb 3) 
Stocks Close Sharply Lower Ahead of Big Earnings (Cheddar, Jan 27) 
Trendsetter to Know: Nancy Tengler (Trendsetters AZ Foothills, Jan 26) 
Semiconductors Are Due for a Pullback (CNBC, Jan 14) 
As GameStop Surges, Market Analysts Name Other Stocks (CNBC, Jan 14)  
Trader’s On the Disconnect Between Washington & Wall Street (CNBC, Jan 7) 

 
 

https://laffertengler.com/why-nancy-tengler-says-bonds-are-riskier-than-stocks-right-now/
https://laffertengler.com/lesser-known-ways-to-play-the-surge-in-auto-stocks/
https://laffertengler.com/consumer-spending-expected-to-grow-in-2021/
https://laffertengler.com/podcast-smart-investment-strategies-for-the-year-ahead/
https://laffertengler.com/consumers-are-in-excellent-shape-as-stocks-hit-record-highs/
https://laffertengler.com/the-breadth-of-market-run-is-impressive/
https://laffertengler.com/bloomberg-markets-the-close-2/
https://laffertengler.com/nancy-tengler-special-to-usa-today-joining-a-reddit-revolution-is-not-an-investment-plan/
https://laffertengler.com/stocks-close-sharply-lower-ahead-of-big-earnings/
https://laffertengler.com/trendsetter-to-know-nancy-tengler/
https://laffertengler.com/nancy-tengler-special-to-usa-today-as-you-reshuffle-your-401k-for-the-biden-administration-look-across-the-pond/
https://laffertengler.com/semiconductors-are-due-for-a-pullback/
https://laffertengler.com/as-gamestop-surges-market-analysts-name-the-other-stocks-that-could-see-short-squeezes/
https://laffertengler.com/traders-on-the-disconnect-between-washington-and-wall-street/
https://laffertengler.com/dow-jones-industrial-average-hit-30k-laffer-tengler-investments/
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THE LAFFER TENGLER INVESTMENTS DISCIPLINE 

Discipline is key to sustainable long-term total returns: 

• At Laffer Tengler Investments we use two, time-proven stock valuation metrics (both pioneered by 
our team) that are consistent and robust indicators of value:  Relative Dividend Yield (RDY) and Relative-
Price-to-Sales Ratio (RPSR). 
  
• Why not use earnings like almost everyone else?  Because earnings are often an unreliable indicator 
of value. In May of 2016, I published the following:   
 
Earnings reported by corporations have always been subject to the vagaries of accounting gimmickry.  
You don’t have to be a novice to scratch your head at the way managements (or governments for that 
matter!) account for various items.   
 
A recent case in point:  The Wall Street Journal (Thursday, February 25, 2016) reported that according 
to FactSet, pro forma earnings for S&P 500 companies rose 0.4% in 2015.  Using generally accepted 
accounting principles or GAAP, earnings per share actually fell 12.7% in 2015 (this according to S&P 
Dow Jones Indices).  The author’s point is that according to GAAP earnings, investors are paying a great 
deal more for stocks than they think.  The price-to-earnings ratio (P/E) on pro forma earnings (which is 
the most commonly accepted method) is 17x 2015 earnings.  But when GAAP earnings are considered, 
the P/E jumps to more than 21x.   
 
It is important to remember that the P/E ratio for any given stock is only as good as the price input (a 
fact) and the reported earnings input (apparently not a fact at all). 
   
• RDY measures the yield of a particular stock compared to the yield on the S&P 500 and does so over 
long periods of time.  Since a stock’s 
relative yield and relative price are 
inverse, we can generally conclude that 
as a stock’s yield is rising, its price is 
declining—similar to a bond.  
Consequently, a rising RDY provides an 
opportunity for investors to at least 
consider an underperforming, cheaply 
valued stock for purchase.  
 

• Company managements and 
boards of directors pay the dividend out of free cash flow, not earnings.  In maturing U.S. companies 
these seasoned professionals often operate within a “dividend paying culture” and set the dividend as a 
portion of long-term, sustainable real earnings power because management teams are loathed to cut 
dividends. 
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• The relative nature of the RDY metric is also important because it measures the relative 
attractiveness of a stock compared to its own history and compared to the S&P 500. (In 1992, I co-
authored Relative Dividend Yield, Common Stock Investing for Income and Appreciation with Tony 
Spare) 
 
• RPSR: In fallen-angel growth companies where the dividend is less of a factor in management’s 
calculus, we look at sales—a fact.  Rarely are sales manipulated and when they are someone usually goes 
to jail.  The price-to-sales ratio measures 
how much investors are paying for a unit 
of sales, the relative price-to-sales ratio 
reveals what investors have historically 
paid for a particular company’s sales 
compared to what they are paying for the 
sales of all the companies in the S&P 500.  
In 2003, I authored New Era Value 
Investing, John Wiley & Sons where I 
outline the benefits of RPSR in stock 
selection. 

• Discipline, in summary, is the only way to navigate volatile markets. We remain disciplined and 
over time that consistency generates excess return.  

 
Fundamental Research reduces the ownership of terminally cheap companies:  
Meet the 12 Fundamental Factors. 
Our proprietary research approach analyzes fundamental qualitative and quantitative factors. 
 
• Qualitative Factors:  Catalyst for Outperformance, Franchise Value & Market Growth, Top 
Management/Board of Directors. 
• Quantitative Factors:   Sales Growth, Operating Margins, Relative P/E, Positive Free Cash Flow, 
Dividend Coverage/Growth, Asset Turnover Ratio, Use of Cash (buyback, debt, div.), Leverage, Financial 
Risk. 
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General Disclosures  

Advisory services offered through Laffer Tengler Investments, Inc. Information and commentary provided by Laffer 
Tengler Investments, Inc. (“Laffer Tengler”) are opinions and should not be construed as facts. The market 
commentary is for informational purposes only and should not be deemed as a solicitation to invest or increase 
investments in Laffer Tengler products or the products of Laffer Tengler affiliates. The information contained herein 
constitutes general information and is not directed to, designed for, or individually tailored to, any particular 
investor or potential investor. This report is not intended to be a client-specific suitability analysis or 
recommendation, an offer to participate in any investment, or a recommendation to buy, hold or sell securities. Do 
not use this report as the sole basis for investment decisions. Do not select an asset class or investment product 
based on performance alone. Consider all relevant information, including your existing portfolio, investment 
objectives, risk tolerance, liquidity needs and investment time horizon. There can be no guarantee that any of the 
described objectives can be achieved. Laffer Tengler Investments, Inc. does not undertake to advise you of any 
change in its opinions or the information contained in this report. Past performance is not a guarantee of future 
results. Information provided from third parties was obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but no 
reservation or warranty is made as to its accuracy or completeness. 
  
Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific 
investment will be profitable. The price of any investment may rise or fall due to changes in the broad markets or 
changes in a company’s financial condition and may do so unpredictably. Laffer Tengler Investments, Inc. does not 
make any representation that any strategy will or is likely to achieve returns similar to those shown in any 
performance results that may be illustrated in this presentation. 
There is no assurance that a portfolio will achieve its investment objective. 
  
Definitions and Indices 
 
The S&P 500 Index is a stock market index based on the market capitalization of 500 leading companies publicly 
traded in the U.S. stock market, as determined by Standard & Poor’s. 
Unless otherwise noted, index returns reflect the reinvestment of income dividends and capital gains, if any, but 
do not reflect fees, brokerage commissions, or other expenses of investing. Investors cannot make direct 
investments into any index. 
  
Laffer Tengler Investments, Inc. is a Registered Investment Advisor. Registration with the SEC or a state 
securities authority does not imply a certain level of skill or training. Laffer Tengler’s advisory fee and risks are 
fully detailed in Part 2 of its Form ADV, available on request. 
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